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Bioinformatics - From Genomes to TherapiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This treatise on bioinformatics is an excellent reference set to use as additional reading in advanced undergraduate and graduate courses..."
    (ChemMedChem, October 2007)     

       Once again, Thomas Lengauer has succeeded in creating a comprehensive and immensely useful resource that meets even the high...
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Immunotherapy in 2020: Visions and Trends for Targeting Inflammatory Disease (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2007

	This volume features contributions from participants of the ESRF symposium on Immunotherapy in 2020â€•Visions and Trends for Targeting Inflammatory Diseases held in Potsdam near Berlin, Germany, in October 2006. The symposium presentations covered the main mechanisms of immunoregulation.
...
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Remote Sensing of Vegetation: Along a Latitudinal Gradient in Chile (BestMasters)Springer, 2019

	How is the vegetation distribution influencing the erosion and surface formation in the different eco zones of Chile? To answer this question, it is mandatory to possess fundamental knowledge about plant species habitats, occurrence and their dynamics. In his study Christian Bödinger utilizes satellite imagery in combination with...
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Functional and Constraint Logic Programming: 26th International Workshop, WFLP 2018, Frankfurt/Main, Germany, September 6, 2018, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11285))Springer, 2019

	This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 26th International Workshop on Functional and Constraint Logic Programming, WFLP 2018, held in Frankfurt/Main, Germany, in September 2018. 
	
		From the 19 full papers submitted,12 were accepted for presentation at the workshop. During a...
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Undocumented Windows 2000 Secrets: A Programmer's CookbookAddison Wesley, 2001
After finishing the manuscript of my first book, Developing LDAP and ADSI Clients for Microsoft Exchange (Schreiber 2000) in October 1999,1 was honestly convinced for some time that I would never write a book again. Well, this phase didn't last long, as the pages you...
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Cloud Computing: First International Conference, CloudComp 2009, Munich, Germany, October 19-21, 2009Springer, 2010

	Welcome to the proceedings ofCloudComp 2009.


	Acomputing cloudis more thana collection of computer resources, because it provides
	mechanisms to manage those resources. In a cloud computing platform, software
	is migrating from the desktop to the "clouds," promising users, at any time and
	anywhere, access to their...
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Bioinformatics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Search databases and analyze sequences like a pro
    

    Get the most out of your PC and the Web with the right tools    

    Explore the human genome and analyze DNA — without leaving your desktop! All it takes is the basics of molecular biology and the wealth of information in this friendly guide. You'll discover the...
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Smart Grapics: Third International Symposium, SG 2003, Heidelberg, Germany, July2-4, 2003, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003
The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2003 was held on July 2–4, 2003 in Heidelberg, Germany. It was the fourth event in a series that started in 1999 as an AAAI Spring Symposium. In response to the overwhelming success of the 1999 symposium, its organizers decided to turn it into a self-contained event in 2000. With the support of...
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Gun Camera - World War II: Photography from Allied Fighters and Bombers over Occupied EuropeMotorbooks International, 2001
The air war over occupied Europe and Nazi Germany is illustrated from the unique and dramatic point of view of gun cameras mounted on Allied aircraft. The story begins as American bombers fall prey to Nazi flak and fighters and continues through the recapture of European skies as seen from American P-51 Mustangs and  P-47 Thunderbolts and British...
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The Frontal SinusSpringer, 2005

	This comprehensive volume with contributions by over 30 of the world's leading rhinologists will help to shed light on this difficult topic.


	Prof. Kountakis and Prof. Senior are well-known ENT-surgeons in the U.S. Prof. Draf is one of the most senior and most recognized ORL/Head- and Neck surgeon in Germany and world-wide.
...
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Ophthalmology A Pocket Textbook AtlasThieme Medical Publishers, 2006

	In this second edition, we have again designed the book in accordance with

	the principles of “understanding it in medical school,” “learning it for the

	examination,” and “using it during internship.” The broader goal was to give

	students a textbook thatwould kindle their interest and indeed their...
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Ruling Distributed Dynamic Worlds (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
A powerful new model to design and manage distributed dynamic systems
This text expands and builds upon the author's landmark work, Mobile Processing in Distributed and Open Environments, by introducing a new extended, universal WAVE-WP (or world processing) model for distributed processing and control in dynamic and open worlds. The new model...
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